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Abstract:
This paper discusses how Operational Research (OR) techniques can be used in environmental problem solving. It is
based on a restricted literature search and subsequent analysis of some 50 papers. We did not have the time nor the
resources to perform an exhaustive literature study. Neither did we have the inclination to do so. Our only intentions
were to roughly divide the field into topical areas, to provide an example problem for each and to point to some
references for further reading. In short, the sole ambition of this paper is to give the reader a guided tour (some would
say a random walk) through "OR and Environment" land. We would be very pleased if it would contribute to making
the "environmental world" interested in OR or the "OR world" interested in environmental problems.

European Institute of Business Administration (INSEAD)
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Introduction

In the last few decades there has been increasing concern about pollution and other threats to our environment.
Nowadays, protection of the environment has even become a major political issue. In fact, for the first time in history,
a government (the Dutch) fell over an environmental issue. Almost daily, newspapers carry reports on the greenhouse
effect, acid rain, smog in big cities and industrial areas, polluted rivers and oceans, etc. Unfortunately, industry,
preoccupied by short run profitability, views measures to prevent or fight pollution too often as just another operating
cost undermining competitiveness. However, a clean environment is beneficial to industry in the long run (consider,
e.g., a plant which requires clean water for production). Together with all the obvious arguments this point can be used
to convince managers that it is necessary to take environmental concerns seriously (even without strict enforcement
laws).

The biggest difficulties with environmental problems are, however, their frequently international nature and their
immense complexity. It is therefore necessary to have a clear formulation of the problem and of the impact that specific
measures will have. This is where Operations Research (OR) can be an invaluable tool. OR is primarily concerned
with the efficiency and effectiveness of decision processes in a wide range of fields. It mostly uses mathematical
(optimization) models to find an appropriate course of action in a given situation. Apart from evaluating and comparing
alternatives, OR can also easily perform sensitivity analysis to answer "what-if" questions. All in all, there seems to be
ample reason to use OR modelling in environmental problems, since a clear insight in the relative ranking of alternatives
and their consequences might give managers an impulse to improve their actions in terms of pollution control.

The purpose of this paper is not to develop models for given problems, but to provide a kind of guided tour through the
use of OR in environmental problem solving and to su ggest opportunities for further research wherever possible. To do
this (a small subset of) the literature was studied and a classification of environmental problems was made. This
classification yields the following fields:
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1. Water Quality Control
2. Air Quality Control
3. Chemical Pollution
4. Nuclear Pollution
5. Transportation of Hazardous Materials
6. Location of Industries or Disposal Sites
7. Pollution Control versus Economic Growth
8. New and/or Related Fields

It will be obvious that this classification is quite arbitrary in that the fields are not at all mutually exclusive and the list
is not exhaustive. Many classifications are conceivable but the one above is convenient for our purposes.

Each section of this paper is devoted to a specific field and starts with a general description of that field. Then, a
specific example is discussed in some detail to illustrate the potential of OR and finally further references are given. If
possible we indicate which sub-fields have been adequately addressed, what techniques have been used and what the
opportunities for further research are. It should he noted that the problems discussed constitute a random sample.
There is no intention to be complete. We close the paper with a brief conclusion.

Throughout the paper it is assumed that the reader is somewhat familiar with the terminology and basic techniques of
Operations Research. However, one can skip the rather technical parts of the paper and still obtain a good idea about
the potential of using OR in environmental problem solving.

1. WATER QUALITY CONTROL

The field of water quality control is quite comprehensive and covers many different problems. Think of the quality of
ground water, which is affected by the use of products to boost agricultural production (e.g. pesticides). These are, by
their nature, non-point polluters, meaning that it is difficult to track down responsability for the pollution. Problems
become even worse if the pollution is transboundary. An example is the river Rhine, polluted by France and Germany to
such an extent that Rotterdam had to build especially sealed sumps. Situations like this can easily lead to international
conflicts. Different is the one-point pollution by, for example, certain plants at a river or a lake (although the same
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river or lake may also be polluted by mass tourism). Since it is difficult and costly to clean ground, river or sea water,
attention is mainly focused on the act of polluting itself: the use and disposal of hazardous materials.

Before reviewing some literature and techniques used in this field we•discuss the paper by Bouzaher et al. [7] on nonpoint source pollution. The problem considered is sediment deposition, i.e., modelling soil movements through a
watershed. It is important to observe that the objective is not to minimize pollution, but to minimize costs while not
violating an imposed maximum level of pollution. The problem is modelled as follows.
The area under consideration is divided into land units (with specific characteristics of slope, ownership and delivery of
soil particles to the ground water streams). For each land unit u a set of alternatives p are identified, each characterized
by a cost rp „ and an amount of sediment sp „. The objective is to minimize the cost of the alternatives selected for each
unit so as not to violate the maximum allowable pollution level. In mathematical terms this yields the following integer
linear programming model:

Min E E pittpll
pu
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Where
p denotes the alternative
u denotes the land unit
r
= the incremental cost if alternative p is chosen in land unit u
Pu
spu = amount of sediment delivered by alternative p in land unit u
S = maximum allowable sediment load in the stream channel

xpu = 1, if alternative p is selected for unit u
0, otherwise
The role of the sediment deliveries spi! should be stressed. Not only are they crucial for the outcome of the model, they
also form the severest limitation of the validity of the model. When they are determined (which involves a fair amount
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of experimental guessing), the model can be solved using dynamic programming. This is an obvious choice if one
considers the fact that the sediment load in a land unit depends only on its own delivery and on the sediment loads in
upstream units, since water always flows downstream. The model yields the cheapest alternative which stays within the
bounds of the prespecified pollution standards. Note that because of the conflicting interests of cost and pollution,
minimizing costs will force any upper bound on sediment delivery to be binding.

This is just one example of the use of a mathematical optimization model to solve a problem in water pollution. A
considerable amount of research has been done in this field. SornlyOdy and Wets [38] discuss the eutrophication of
lakes, taking Lake Balaton as an example. They use chance-constrained programming to model the stochastic problem,
and quadratic programming to solve it. Burn and McBean [9] also stress the stochastic nature of water quality
problems, and use chance-constrained programming to derive an easily solved linear programming model for a given
water body. Their model is modified by Fujiwara et al. [18] who consider various river parameters as random variables
and optimize wastewater treatment efficiencies at source points using Monte Carlo simulation. Das and Haimes [11]
consider multiobjective optimization models, in which the main target is not to strictly enforce pollution standards
(which may be infeasible) but to set fines on failing to meet standards. This leads to more realistic models, since in
general it will be difficult to obtain exact results in practical situations.

Loucks and Bell [30] review the early literature on systems analysis and water quality, considering optimization as well
as simulation. Galya [20] presents an overview of ground water modelling techniques in the last decade. Rosa [35]
discusses a model for estimating potential economic damages resulting from contamination of groundwater. Hassan [23]
addresses the water quality in streams, using the DO BOD dynamic simulation approach. Fontane, Labadie and Lofties
[17] consider the combination of a stochastic simulation approach and a dynamic programming optimization algorithm
to obtain control of reservoir discharge quality through selective withdrawal. Bishop and Grenney [4] use integer
programming to solve a treatment cost minimization model which is linked to a stream water quality simulation model
to capitalize on the unique advantages of both OR techniques in managing river basin water quality.

Many papers have been written on specific problems. See, for example, Kuo et al. [27] for a discussion on an Illinois
urban watershed, or Nemetz and Margolick [33] who turn their attention on municipally generated water pollution in
British Columbia.
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From this rather eclectic list it will become clear that a lot of work has been done in applying Operation Research
techniques to water quality problems. Techniques used include linear, integer, quadratic, dynamic and chanceconstrained programming. Many model formulations are overly simplified and a lot of problems could perhaps better
be tackled by using more advanced OR techniques. This field is still quite open for further research.

2. AIR QUALITY CONTROL

It will be obvious that this field also covers a wide range of topics. The Greenhouse Effect and Acid Rain are just two
examples covered almost daily in the newspapers. The focus of attention in this field is upon the emission of polluting
gases by industries, cars and the like. An estimation is made of the releases into the air and how they will spread out in
the atmosphere. The main difficulty here is the unpredictability of weather, which has a large influence on the
dispersion of hazardous gases. Therefore, a stochastic approach has to be used in most research and in the
corresponding optimization models. Even more than in water quality control, transboundary effects play an important
role here. One example are the British Isles, which 'export' much more air pollution than they receive from other
countries. The -generally favoured- polluter pays principle would imply that the UK and Ireland should pay much more
to an international fund or specific governments than they are willing to. Companies themselves can take measures as
well ; for example Drax, Western Europe's largest coalfired power station, is being equiped with a Flue Gas
Desulphurisation (FGD) plant, which will remove over 90 % of the sulphurdioxide usually emitted.

The paper we use to provide an example in this field is by Ellis [13]. It considers multiobjective programming models
for acid rain control. The land area considered corresponds to the United States of America. The basic framework is a
linear programming (LP) model:
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where
C. = removal cost function for controlled source j
Rj = SO2 removal level for source j
CE . = existing emission rate for source j
ti; = transfer coefficient for source j and receptor i
NEk = non controlled SO2 emission rate for source k
tik = transfer coefficient for noncontrolled source k and receptor i
BGi = background wet sulfate deposition rate for receptor i
Di = maximum allowable wet sulfate deposition rate for receptor i

In this basic model framework the objective is to minimize the cost of S02 removal at the sources so as not to exceed
maximum allowable deposition rates at various receptors.

It is clear that the maximum allowable deposition limits Di play a critically important role. It is crucial to have a
reasonable estimate of what is safe in order for the model to be of reasonable validity. It could well be that for some
pollution receptors a relaxation of the limit will result in a large cost savin g . One can introduce slack variables S i that
are incorporated in the objective function with a penalty wei ght. Note that the pollution standards have now become
more of a target than a necessity. The results given in the paper show that multiobjective models can considerably
reduce costs by allowing some restrictions to be slightly relaxed, as was to be expected.

Another change in the model could be to make the source removal cost dependent on the specific receptors, and on other
sources. It might be a (politically) unretainable situation if a source is removing much more emission than it is
receiving. Since it is quite cumbersome to model this concept we do not discuss it here. The interested reader is
referred to the original paper.

Considerable research was done on the use of OR for air quality control. One example of this is the Regional
Acidification INformation and Simulation (RAINS) model, which is able to predict SO, and NO, depositions in Europe
if locations and sizes of the sources of pollution are known. It shows that geographic reallocation of the budget to
reduce emissions may lead to a si g nificant decrease in maximum deposit levels. A short description of the RAINS
model is given in, e.g., Van Beek, Fortuin and Van Wassenhove [3]. The paper also briefly discusses the Integrated
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Model for the Assessment of the Greenhouse Effect (IMAGE), developed by the Dutch National Institute of the Public
Health and Environmental Protection, which combines knowledge from different scientific disciplines to model the
effect of many potentially dangerous emissions into the atmosphere. Operations Research techniques can then be used in
conjunction with the IMAGE model to find the minimum budget required to satisfy imposed (legal) standards.

Guldman [21] introduces a chance-constrained dynamic air quality model which determines least cost time-linked air
pollution emission controls while accounting for the dynamic and stochastic character of meteorological conditions.
Ellis, McBean and Farquhar [14] also use a stochastic model to study acid rain abatement. Nakamori and Sawagari [32]
and Darby, Gregory and Ossenbruggen [10] describe air quality monitoring networks in urban areas, and Szepesi [40]
discusses a receptor oriented model simulating the transmission of air pollutants, which is validated using field
measurement data and which optimizes meteorological parameters. Kemner and Tomes [26] develop a computerized
optimization model to examine the cost effectiveness of alternative emission control strategies for coke plants, while
Youston [43] does the same for power plants in Ontario.

A more general discussion is found in Balatskiy [1] which examines the economic aspects of establishing a standard for
maximum permissible substances in the atmosphere, using an optimization method to determine an economic criterion.
This completes our discussion on the field of air quality control. As in water quality, many topics have been covered by
previous research. The techniques employed vary again from linear to chance-constrained programming. Modifications
and generalizations of the methodology could be helpful in many of the specific situations discussed in the papers.

Almost all pollution ends up in water or air. This means in fact, that the majority of problems should be covered by the
fields discussed above. The reason that there are six fields still to be discussed below, is that many aspects of pollution
can perhaps better be classified on grounds other than its recipient. In this way fields of research can better be matched
and specific characteristics of those fields can be highlighted.

3. CHEMICAL POLLUTION

The main issue in this field is the release of hazardous chemicals that can sometimes contaminate consumer products.
Pesticides used for agricultural purposes are one example for which many legal measures are being taken currently.
Another example is given by packaging materials which often contain large amounts of Vinyl Chloride Monomer
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(V.C.M), causing so much trouble in the atmosphere (Greenhouse Effect). The focus here is on the alternatives
industry has to fight V.C.M emission into the atmosphere.

Siskos, Lombard and Oudiz [37] use multicriteria outranking methods in the comparison of control options against such
a chemical pollutant. Their framework allows for three emission alternatives: canalized (known, at given locations in a
plant), fugitive (in all kinds of processes) and accidental. For these emissions five prevention systems are distinguished:
recycling, burning, absorption by other materials, fugitive control by airtight equipment, and storage improvement.

These systems are said to bring forth three levels of consequences:
1. normal or disrupted plant operations,
2. type of impact: health or economic,
3. do/do not affect the production system and concern the public or the workers

The model considers six independent evaluation criteria: annualized cost, V.C.M released, V.C.M recovered, copollutant releases recovered, variation of shop content (workers' exposure), impact on operating security.

The multicriteria method works as follows. For each criterion a function is specified that can represent the performance
of every management alternative on that criterion. There are several steps involved in the outranking procedure .

1.

Monocriteria outranking relations: the introduction of a function that represents the intensity of the outranking of
one alternative by another alternative.

2.

Concordance analysis: to each criterion an importance index (weight) is assigned. The weighted sum of the
outranking intensity functions gives the degree of concordance of all criteria to the proposition of "global"
outranking of one alternative by another alternative.

3.

Discordance analysis: this takes into consideration that, even if there is global outranking, there can be
incomparability between two alternatives if there are some criteria on which alternative A outperforms alternative
B, but others where the opposite is the case.
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4.

Fuzzy outranking: this concept combines the previous two steps in that it forms a degree of credibility of the global

outranking of one alternative by another one.

5.

A final step is a classic ranking of all alternatives, based on the fuzzy outranking relations.

Although one can argue whether it is possible to make a comparison between very different criteria, the method surely
provides a logical basis for comparing all important aspects of a pollution problem.

Other examples of chemical pollution problems often concern specific industries or plants, such as the coke plant
discussed by Kemner and Tomes [26] and the power plants discussed by Youston [43]. There are some papers that
discuss the impact of legal measures concerning the use of pesticides, often considering regional situations only.
Landner et al. [28] describe some systems for testing and hazard evaluation of chemicals in an aquatic environment.

From the above it is clear that this field has not received much attention. The most important reason for this is that
much more attention is paid to different ways of modellin g air or water pollution than to focussing on the industrial
processes that cause the pollution. Future work should concentrate more on processes and ways to reduce the release of
hazardous chemical materials.

4. NUCLEAR POLLUTION

Perhaps this is one of the best known fields of pollution, especially since small mistakes in the handling of nuclear
materials can have dramatic consequences (e.g. Chernobyl). There are two main subfields here. First, there is the
organization and control of processes in which nuclear radiation can be released, thereby endangering the health of
workers and nearby population. OR can be used in different ways here, from selecting the best equipment and
organization of a plant to determining the best location of those plants. Second, there is the management of nuclear
waste, which has to be stocked somewhere for years or even for decades. There are many possibilities, from ocean
dumping or storing in salt-mines to building special containers for storage. All of those possibilities have their pros and
cons. By modelling these, OR can help in choosing an appropriate alternative. From the section on chemical pollution
one could expect that in these problems multicriteria outranking methods might also be appropriate.
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An example of this is given by Briggs, Kunsch and Mareschal [8]. They concentrate on interim storage of radioactive
waste, which is the period between the cooling of irradiated used fuel and its final disposal into geological formations.
Three types of questions must be answered: how long should it be stored, where should it be stored, and how should the
storage be financed? For all these questions a set of alternatives is formed, leading to an even bigger set of scenarios.
Each scenario is then evaluated on three different criteria:

1.

The total financial cost.- all expenses necessary to cover technical costs before, during and after the dumping of
radioactive waste.

2.

The "Pollutor Pays Principle", attempting to measure the societal implications of each of the financing methods,
considering present as well as future consumers.

3.

Financial risk due to a wrong assessment of future costs, related to long term uncertainties in determining cost.

The same procedure as described earlier is used to obtain a ranking of scenarios.

Apart from a paper by Hill and Mitchell [24], discussin g the impact of radionuclide releases to the environment and
establishing release limits, we did not come across much in this field. The International Atomic Energy Agency
publishes a large number of reports but these do not often discuss mathematical models or OR techniques (for an
example, see Farges and Daw [15]).

5. TRANSPORTATION OF HAZARDOUS MATERIALS

Routing (or transportation) is a major topic of interest in Operations Research. A lot of attention has been paid to the
basic travelling salesman problem as well as to many extensions: multiple depots, time-windows, pick-up and delivery,
overtime, natural barriers, and so on. It is quite natural to extend these basic routing problems to the case of hazardous
materials by taking environmental restrictions into account (hazardous materials are not allowed to be transported
everywhere, e.g., in tunnels) or by incorporating expected costs of accidents into the analysis. These additional
considerations might lead to completely different optimal routes.
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An interesting paper in this field is Batta and Chiu [2], which also includes a literature review of most work performed
before 1987. The basis of the Batta and Chiu model is given by a connected, undirected, planar transportation network
with links (ij) between nodes i and j, whose distances are measured by the (quite realistic) Euclidean metric.

The problem can be written as

Min ry(p) = E R(ij)
(ij)Ep

where p is a certain path between an origin and a destination node. R(ij) represents the desirability of link (ij) and can
be considered as a kind of link length. It is a function of the real link length and the undesirability of routing a vehicle
through node i or j or link (ij). This undesirability is connected to the so-called threshold distance, within which
transportation is considered to be dangerous. When the R(ij) have been established, the problem can be solved by
means of a suitable shortest path algorithm. It is obvious that the optimal path p* depends crucially on the threshold
distance.

A first extension of the model described so far is to incorporate the probability of accidental leakage. This can be done
by introducing a function that represents the probability of an accident at node i or link (ij). The impact of an accident
is supposed to be exogeneous to the model. It is now straightforward to adjust the objective function by adjusting the
desirability (risk) of travelling through node i or j or link (ij).

Thus R6j) can be updated, and the objective changes to finding, a path that minimizes the expected damage when
accidental leakage of hazardous materials can inflict damage within a threshold distance X of the accident site. Further
extensions of the model can be made by restricting the number of nodes to be visited, considering multiple shipments or
origins/destinations, or takin g into account wind speed and other meteorological influences.

From the rather technical discussion above it can be deduced that it is not always obvious how to adjust existing OR
models and techniques to incorporate environmental issues. It will also be clear, though, that actually going through the
effort of adjusting them can be of great help in supporting environmental decision making.
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We would like to mention two other papers here. The first one is by Derwent [12], and describes the long range
transport of air pollutants. Quantitative information is obtained via simulated annealing, a heuristic technique which
uses a stochastic element to escape from 'local' optima. The second paper, by Sharma [36], discusses a completely
different sub-field. Pollution in a city is tackled by optimizing an intraurban bus operating system to reduce automobile
traffic. This is an interesting area which deserves a lot more attention.

6. LOCATION OF INDUSTRIES OR DISPOSAL SITES

Just as routing, location theory is a well-known and major research area in Operations Research. It is often linked to the
problem of distribution in that it tries to find an optimal location for a plant or depot which has to serve a number of
customers. In this way it is also highly connected with transportation problems.

The environmental issues enter in two places. First, there is the transportation side : hazardous waste has to be
transported from producers to disposal sites. The environmental restrictions that arise have been discussed before.
Second, there is the location issue. Plants and disposal sites may pollute air and/or ground (water) in the proximity of
their location. Since pollution standards are mostly regional, they have to be taken into consideration in the location
problems. It should be noted that it is often very difficult to design appropriate standards.

Botcher and Rembold [6] consider an optimization model for a regional system of solid waste disposal which considers
legal pollution standards. The solution procedure uses a branch and hound method and a flow-graph algorithm. There
are three phases to be distinguished in planning a waste disposal system:

1. selection of suitable potential locations
2. determination of all potential lines of transport between waste producers and waste disposal sites
3. selection of the facility locations and the optimal transportation routes

The objective is to minimize transportation costs and operating costs at the disposal sites, given a set of legal pollution
standards that may not be violated.
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Since the mathematical formulation of the problem is quite cumbersome, only a description will be given. Four
different types of disposal facilities for solid waste are considered: reloading stations for waste compaction, incineration
plants, composting plants and dumps/sinks. Given are the locations of the waste producers, the potential locations for
all of the disposal facilities and all the transportation lines. Furthermore, each location is characterized by specific
technical and economic parameters. The objective function is then formulated as described above, and restrictions
considering flow conservation, capacity limits and prescribed legal emission boundary rates are specified. All possible
locations of facilities involve a binary variable, and it is this that makes the problem hard to solve.

A graph is introduced on which all necessary locations, transportation links and parameters can be defined easily, and
the optimal solution is determined via a branch-and-bound procedure. This procedure can easily be extended to
incorporate bonuses for lower emission levels or many of the extensions mentioned in the section on transportation.

Guldman and Schefer [22] develop a cost-effective optimization approach to industrial location planning and air quality
measurement. The optimization criterion to be used is a welfare function, containing the following types of costs:

1. pollution related costs, costs of reducing pollution flows at the source, stack costs at the sources, cost of the pipes,
costs at the treatment plants,
2. production costs, taking account of scale effects,
3. locational costs for the industrial units, related to land development costs,
4. commuting and goods transportation costs.

The specification of all these cost functions determines the difficulty of solving the problem. The authors suggest to use
simplified linear programming formulations to delineate, as a first approximation, general solution patterns, upon which
more refined and complex models can then he applied.

Erkut and Neuman [44] present a survey of location models in the OR literature which use a distance maximization
criterion which is appropriate in locating undesirable facilities.

Again it can be concluded that existing OR techniques can be adjusted, although not trivially, to incorporate
environmental issues. The fact that we did not find many examples in literature is probably due to the complexity of the
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required solution techniques. It seems that many opportunities for further study remain here.

7. POLLUTION CONTROL VERSUS ECONOMIC GROWTH

Perhaps the title of this section is a little vague, but it basically covers the field of environmental economics (see e.g.,
Pearce, Markandya and Barbier [45]). The problems in this class consider the conflicting interests between economic
growth and pollution control. Economic growth means increasing profits, production and factories, often with an
embedded cost minimization objective. This can easily lead to more pollution. The target now is to find a compromise
between the two conflicting interests. Most papers in this area are not very technical or detailed, but generally describe
all important factors to come to a conclusive framework (upon which more advanced OR techniques could be used). An
example of such approach is given by Parvin and Grammas [34]. The starting point is an input-output model of
economic activities in which the social costs of pollution associated with each unit of consumption (its 'negative price')
are generated as outputs. These social costs are then used as coefficients in the objective function of mathematical
programming models which optimize the (net) value of bill of goods (and bads) produced and consumed. Since the
input-output model covers all economic activity, it is quite an extensive model. It can, however, be nicely represented
as in figure 1.

production space

i

ollutant
ceiver

pollution space

on

"
consumption space

ollutant
mitter
•

consumption goods

Figure 1: Hypothetical production, consumption and pollution spaces
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The production space is formed by a number of industries, each containing a maximum number of plants
(characterized by a method of production and location site), which produce certain commodities by using a number
of different resources. All production alternatives have their own specific pollution effects. The outputs of the
plants are used as inputs for other plants or are distributed to the consumption locations. Every consumer good can
be consumed in a number of ways, each resulting in a particular pollution effect. The structural model formulated
in this manner can be used to compute the social costs (negative prices) mentioned before.
There are several mathematical optimization models conceivable to determine the optimum level and composition
of economic activities.

1.

Maximize the value of final demand for a given price vector while a set of authorized pollutant-location
specific standards is observed and the resource availability is not exceeded. This yields a linear programming
model. The disadvantages of this model for policy control are the problems of setting standards and
determining costs associated with pollution level measurement, general supervision and legal enforcement.

2.

Minimize the total pollution damage cost, subject to relative lower bounds for consumption levels (which
might be appropriate for planned or social economies). In this model the standards need not to be set
beforehand, but on the other hand a damage function must be constructed. The model is nonlinear, in the best
case quadratic.

3.

Maximize the net value of final demand, recognizin g that associated with each and every consumption activity
there is a social cost. Here, the shadow prices of resources can take into account the pollution cost per unit of
final demand. Again, the model is nonlinear.

Suggested further areas of research are the construction of pollution attenuation and damage cost functions, the role
of location and distance, and the introduction of dynamic models.

There are numerous other papers in this field. Muschett 131] discusses conflicts between economic development of
a society and clean air. A linear programming optimization model is used along with an interactive solution
procedure to determine which economic development systems involve only limited air pollution. A highly
specialized paper by Ferullo 116] describes how the government of Poland made an effort to solve a pollution
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problem by concentrating all available resources in a model area selected in the most densely populated and highly
industrialized part of Katowice. Spifford [39] concentrates on a conceptual framework for analyzing regional
environmental quality management problems; some simulation and optimization modelling approaches that could
be used for ranking alternative management strategies are discussed.

A completely different approach is given by Fujii [19], who adopts entropy as a rough index for environmental
pollution, and then formulates the problems of economic growth as they relate to pollution

as an

optimization

problem.

As this field is quite vaguely defined, a lot of opportunities are still open. The most interesting, however, are the
development of dynamic (instead of steady-state) models and the use of (advanced) OR optimization techniques on
the models that are described (but often left unsolved) in many of the papers.

8. NEW AND/OR RELATED FIELDS

This section is included to enable us to mention some interesting papers which do not easily fit into the fields
mentioned before.

One possible area of future research is the identification of the source of pollution. Whitehead, Williams and
Hornberger [41] consider a technique based on dispersion theory to identify the source of a pollutant. It is clear
that it might become important to be able to trace every point or non-point pollutor. Here OR can also be of
considerable help.
Another area of interest is resource planning. Lonerean [29] discusses how a simulation/optimization model can
aid in the resolution of conflicts between natural and human systems. The same is done by Jameson and
Gross [25]. The message in those papers is that it is necessary for a healthy environment to be very careful with
natural resources. Related to this is the field of land use (and water supply). An example of poor land and
resource management is given by the destruction of rain forests in South-America for cultivation reasons.
One final field to be mentioned here that deserves more attention in the future is the handling of (specific kinds of)
industrial waste (see for an example of OR in this area Wold, Carlson and Skagerberg [42]).
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper discusses a set of publications on the use of Operations Research techniques in solving environmental
problems. Since environmental problems are numerous and mutually very different, a problem classification into
eight fields was suggested.

As was to be expected, it turns out that some areas have received a lot more attention than others. However, basic
research has been done almost everywhere, often resulting in either descriptive models or in very simple
optimization models. These models often incorporate environmental issues as a side constraint rather than as an
objective. This implies that those issues are still considered to he externally imposed rather than an intrinsic part of
policy making. Experiments have pointed out that OR might help to significantly reduce costs or pollution levels.
It must be noted that there will always remain difficulties in applying those models to real-life. They are often built
on many simplifications and assumptions hard to meet in practice. Nevertheless these models often provide unique
insights in very complex problems. It is therefore especially important to concentrate on convincing managers, who
have an increased responsibility in managing environmental resources (see e.g. Bodily and Gabel [5]), that it is
recommendable to give OR models and techniques a chance.

We hope to have given the reader a clear picture of the use of OR in environmental problem solving and to have
indicated opportunities for future research, many of which involve the further refinement of existing work.
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